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Abstract

Kolmogorov-Arnold Networks are a newly proposed challenger to the multilayer
perceptrons so pervasive throughout many architectures in modern day deep learn-
ing. Their dynamics and applicability to the domain of language modeling is as
of yet unexplored, so in this paper we study their applicability to model distilla-
tion, seeing if we can replace MLPs in a pretrained transformer language model
with smaller but just-as-performant KANs for a reduction in parameter count. We
discover KANs are capable of learning the complex and high-dimensional distribu-
tion of natural language, though they are a poor choice for MLP-approximation
compared to the simple baseline of distilling into smaller MLPs.
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2 Introduction

The multilayer perceptron, or MLP, is a fundamental building block in many state-of-the-art neural
network architectures today, used across a wide suite of modalities and use cases, with theoretical
roots tracing back to the early origins of neural networks. Liu et al. (2024) recently challenged MLPs
in their introduction of Kolmogorov-Arnold Networks, or KANs, framed as a more interpretable
and powerful alternative that often learns the same task in orders of magnitude fewer parameters.
That KANs are purportedly so parameter efficient begs the question of whether they can be used for
distillation in more complex networks, used to compactly approximate equivalent MLPs. This study
endeavors to explore the feasibility of KAN-based distillation in language modeling.

The original KAN paper explored many toy use cases – low-dimensional data generated from
simpler functions or compositions of functions that lend themselves well to the Kolmogorov-Arnold
representation theorem (Givental et al. (2009); Braun and Griebel (2009)) upon which the architecture
is based. The authors note it is not immediately clear how well KANs may perform for more complex
distributions common to, say, natural language or computer vision, especially at modern-day scale.
They further observe that training KANs is about 10x slower than training equivalent MLPs – though
they claim that since KANs need 100x fewer parameters, this is not a fatal flaw. These are our two
greatest challenges in terms of KANs being an attractive drop-in replacement for MLPs, and we
explore them here; this is the first in-depth study to our knowledge that applies the KAN architecture
to the natural language domain.

On motivation, state-of-the-art large language models are only growing in size, with models like
Llama-3 and GPT-3 reaching 70 and 175 billion parameters (Meta (2024); Brown et al. (2020)),
respectively. In GPT-2 (Radford et al. (2019)), the MLPs present in each decoder block collectively
make up 63.1% of the model’s parameters: being able to compact these layers into orders of magnitude
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fewer parameters would bring about a host of benefits, from a lower environmental impact in running
the models to enabling them to fit in fewer GPUs, making them cheaper and more accessible to run.
Given the increasing pervasiveness of large generative models in society across all fields, the further
potential of making these layers more explainable is of large importance, especially for sensitive
fields like medicine and justice.

In this work we focus on decoder-only based transformers and find KANs are unfortunately not a
good candidate for distillation via MLP-approximation. We do get the promising result that KANs
are powerful enough to learn the complex, high dimensional distributions inherent to large language
modeling. When it comes to approximating some existing MLP by training on its input/output vectors
as is typical in distillation, however, KANs are not as performant as simply retraining with MLPs
when the parameter budget is controlled, at least for the shallower layers of the transformer.

3 Related Work

KANs as proposed in Liu et al. (2024) draw from the Kolmogorov-Arnold representation theorem,
as opposed to the universal approximation theorem (Hornik et al. (1989)) that underlies MLPs.
Specifically, Liu et al. reformulate the classic Kolmogorov-Arnold representation theorem as an
[n, 2n + 1, 1] dimensional KAN and propose an extension to arbitary depths and widths. A key
difference between KANs and MLPs are that KANs have learnable activation functions on edges,
as opposed to fixed activations on nodes as is common in MLPs; KAN nodes merely sum over all
their inputs. In addition to the aforementioned limitations regarding training time, distributional
complexity, and unknown applicability that partially motivate this study, many of the architectural
and hyperparameter choices in the original KAN proposal are underexplored, like the choice of
basis function for the activations (there, B-splines). Early works are already starting to explore the
implications of these choices, such as Li (2024), both for accuracy and efficiency – and we find the
selection is quite imperative to good performance, as detailed in §5.3.

The classic paradigm for knowledge distillation involves a large, performant "teacher" model trained
on some task and a lightweight "student" model that we want to adapt to that task, often training
the logits of the student model to be as close as possible to those of the teacher model over a wide
variety of inputs (Hinton et al. (2015); Ba and Caruana (2014); Tang et al. (2019)). In the domain
of natural language, a common variation of this strategy is rather than training on logits, the output
text of the teacher model is used instead (e.g., Hsieh et al. (2023)). For this work, since we focus on
approximating individual MLPs rather than the end-to-end language model, we adopt the style of the
former setup.

4 Approach

For this work, we choose GPT-2 (XL) as our distillation target as it is open source, accessible enough
at 1.5B parameters to fit in a single GPU, and relevant in its applicability to its successors, GPT-3,
GPT-4 (OpenAI et al. (2024)), and beyond. GPT-2 has 48 decoder blocks, each with one shallow
MLP of hidden dimension 6400 from model dimensionality 1600, meaning about 983M parameters
of the 1.5B come from MLPs alone.

4.1 Dataset Generation

First we must synthesize datasets for performing our distillation on a given MLP. We run forward
passes over unpadded text through the pretrained model and leverage PyTorch forward hooks to
collect (input, output) tensor pairs – each of shape (sequence_lengthi, d_model) – for each example
i, for each MLP of interest. Since these MLPs are permutation invariant, transforming each token’s
representation irrespective of position or context, we drop the boundaries between input examples for
our tensors, concatenating on the first dimension to get two large N × d_model tensors, one for MLP
inputs and the other for MLP outputs. Here N is the total number of examples in our distillation
dataset, and it equals the number of tokens we passed through the pretrained model. We do a 90/10
train/val split on these matrices to form our final datasets for distillation, and an 80/20 split for layer
depth scaling (as introduced in section §4.3). Default fp32 precision is used and preserved throughout
the study.
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4.2 Baselines

For a first global baseline, we make a copy of the pretrained MLP (MLPϵ) and add to each parameter
element a random Gaussian perturbation ϵ ∼ N(0, σ2

i ), where σi is the standard deviation over
all entries in the overall weight or bias matrix that contains the parameter. Then, for each KAN
experiment, we create a second baseline (MLPr, r for retrain), instantiating a new MLP of the
same architecture as the source MLP with parameter count approximately equal to that of the KAN
(achieved by shrinking the hidden dimensionality as needed). We train the MLPr weights from
scratch over our tensor data. The first baseline is meant to give us a sanity check for the sensitivity of
the parameters and a figure which we must get our KANs to beat. The second baseline probes the
ability of the MLP architecture to (re-)approximate the source function given the same parameter
budget.

4.3 Setup

We select a single layer’s MLP from GPT-2 to assess KAN-based distillation feasibility as we vary the
parameter count across MLPrs and KANs from about 2.5M to 20M. The first layer’s MLP is chosen
as intuitively it is the most important to get right; small errors earlier in the model may cascade in
subsequent layers’ computation to greatly degrade performance.

For our KAN implementation, we leverage the FastKAN library from Li (2024). We notice this
implementation is missing bias adjustments compared to the original KAN library, so we adapt the
source slightly to add them in after empirically finding they provide lift, but the library is otherwise
used as is. For GPT-2 inferencing and LLM evaluation (see §5.1), we leverage the transformers
libraries (Wolf et al. (2020)).

After the distillation study on the first MLP, we then fix the parameter count to be at full (undistilled)
scale and compare MLPr vs. KAN performance as we vary the layer depth of the source MLP. The
goal here is to understand whether it is easier or harder for KANs/MLPs to approximate the different
functions over the depth of the model.

5 Experiments

5.1 Evaluation method

For the quantitative evaluation of our MLP approximation experiments, we use the MSE scores
between our predicted and ground-truth output vectors. Once we have some approximate MLPr

or KAN to substitute a given source MLP in the model, we also would like to assess the impact of
the substitution to the downstream model performance; for this, we select three datasets used in the
original GPT-2 paper, LAMBADA (Paperno et al. (2016)), WMT-14 FR-EN (Bojar et al. (2014)),
and CNN/DailyMail (Nallapati et al. (2016)). We use the default quantitative metrics for these
datasets as used in the GPT-2 paper – accuracy for final-word prediction for LAMBADA, BLEU for
WMT-14 FR-EN, and ROUGE score for CNN/DailyMail. Prompting strategies and preprocessing
(or the lack thereof) follows the methodology laid out in the GPT-2 paper, if available. Note we use
subsamples of 500, 100, and 500 from the test splits for each of the three datasets, respectively, due to
compute budget reasons, though we find this is nevertheless sufficient to tease out end-to-end model
degradations.

5.2 Data

For our text data, we use subsamples from BookCorpus (Zhu et al. (2015)). We observe that the
distribution of BookCorpus is heavily skewed towards shorter text sequences compared to the full
context length that GPT-2 supports (see appendix A), which may be cause for generalization concerns
once we plug these modules back into GPT-2 – even though the MLPs are permutation invariant,
there should still be some signal in the data from the positional embeddings. Empirically we find no
such universal catastrophic drop however between the base model and our modified models even on
longer context datasets like CNN/DailyMail, where ROUGE score is on par with the base model after
making some layer substitution (e.g., a KAN for the final layer’s MLP, see section §6).
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Figure 1: Comparison of MSE loss in approximating source MLP function between KANs of varying
parameter counts and MLPs given equivalent parameter budgets, both trained up from scratch.

With respect to dataset size, we observed that while final MSE consistently plateaus after about 50
epochs (see appendix B) given a fixed number of examples, we do see further performance gains
if we increase the subsample size (see appendix C for an example). Nevertheless, we find 50,000
examples is more than enough for assessing distillation capacity between MLPs and KANs for the
first transformer layer’s source MLP. For the layer depth scaling in §6.2, we use a smaller subsample
at 25,000 examples to speed up iteration time.

5.3 Experimental details

We arrive at using the FastKAN library for our KAN implementation by way of iteration. We start with
the original PyKAN code from Liu et al. (2024) and quickly find it too slow and inaccurate for our high-
dimensionality and larger dataset-size use case. This motivates us to try the efficient-kan library
from Blealton (2024) which achieves many orders of magnitude speed-up by avoiding the expansion
of intermediary variables in calculating each activation function. After exhaustive hyperparameter
exploration on GPT-2 (small), our KAN MSE losses are off by an order of magnitude even when
given the same parameter budget – until we try using the FastKAN implementation with its choice of
Gaussian radial basis functions which bring scores up to par at least for the full parameter budget
case.

With respect to hyperparameters, for both baselines, we have no modeling hyperparameters to tweak
as there is no training in the perturbation case and the architecture is fixed in the retrain case. For
KAN experimentation, we face a wide variety of modeling hyperparameters and use GPT-2 (small)
to inform our selection; ultimately we constrain ourselves to single-hidden-layer KANs of varying
widths as we find these perform the best in this setting. Grid size, grid range, base activation, and
other choices are kept at library defaults.

For training, we find MSE loss, no regularization, 512 batch size, 1× 10−3 learning rate, 50 epochs,
AdamW optimization, and an exponential learning rate schedule with gamma=0.95 works best for
both KANs and MLPs.
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Figure 2: Repeat of distillation experiment, comparing MSE loss in approximating source MLP
function between KANs and MLPs of varying parameter budgets, but for GPT-2 small which has a
lower model dimensionality of 768.

6 Results

6.1 KAN-based Distillation

Figure 1 shows the results of our distillation experiment. We observe that KANs are able to approxi-
mate the source MLP to a great degree – all MSEs are on the order of 1× 10−2 for both MLPs and
KANs for all parameter counts, meaning the distribution is not so complex or so poorly suited for
Kolmogorov-Arnold representation theorem that the KAN cannot pick it up in its entirety, which was
a question we aimed to answer in this study. Our perturbation baseline, MLPϵ, averaged 0.381 MSE,
and we score a completely random MLP as well (with zeroed out biases and zero-mean Gaussian
initialization with σ = 0.02 for linear weights, per the GPT-2 defaults) to see an average of 0.524
MSE. Both of these figures are much larger than our trained results (hence why they are omitted from
figure 1). The KANs are, however, consistently underperforming MLPs given the same parameter
budget, meaning if our true goal was distillation at the end of the day, we would be better off using a
smaller MLP to do the job rather than a KAN.

Given the disparity between this result and the parameter efficiency claims of Liu et al. (2024), we
wonder if during the pretraining of GPT-2, the MLPs learned some set of functions that they were a
more natural fit for compared to KANs; that is, it is unclear if had we pretrained with smaller KANs
from the beginning, the KANs could have learned some different, better-suited set of function that
jointly yield the same end-to-end language model performance as the larger MLP-based model. But
that would no longer be distillation.

Figure 2 hints that instead the performance delta may be attributed to KANs struggling with the high
dimensionality of the space, since for the lower dimensional GPT-2 small, the difference between
MLPs and KANs is less pronounced, especially in the higher parameter budget regime where KANs
approach performance parity. This is an interesting result if only for motivating an interpretability
study for how the KAN is making its language predictions after indeed achieving MLP parity.

6.2 Layer Depth Scaling

The inability of KANs to beat MLPs for the first transformer layer over all parameter scales raises the
question of how they might compare for the other layers, too. In figure 3, we fix the parameter budget
to be full scale and train both a KAN and an MLP to approximate the source MLP at some decoder
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Figure 3: MSE for source MLP approx. vs. layer index of that MLP in the transformer. We see an
increasing trend for both MLPs and KANs, though MLPs exhibit some interesting behavior in the
middle layers. We measure every three layers for a total of 16 results for each of our two architectures.

block depth, where depth is varied. We observe increasing trends for both KANs and MLPs, though
we see patches where KANs outperform MLPs and vice versa. Of particular interest is the middle
section of the MLP trend; the KANs smoothly increase in final loss with depth, but for the middle
layers, MLPs reach the same low loss regime that they achieved for the early layers, on the order of
1× 10−2. We include the loss curves for each of the runs used to build figure 3 in appendices E and F.
We notice the KAN training dynamics are consistent across layers – a steep drop in the early epochs
then decreasing returns until we eventually plateau, where the plateau point increases gradually with
layer depth. MLP layers 30 through 42 see a large loss spike early in training, likely falling in some
unlucky loss regime in the optimization landscape. That this happens for this contiguous chunk of
layers only might suggest they’re learning similar types of functions/features which are more difficult
to approximate; the behavior altogether might be mitigated in future experiments through better
hyperparameter tuning.

All runs here adopt the same hyperparameter suite we optimized for the first layer. The low MLP
losses of layers 18 through 27 in figure 3 make us question if better hyperparameter tuning might be
the answer for all layers to perform just as well – but we see no success with hyperparameter tuning
over our highest loss layer, depth 45.

Intuitively, as transformer depth increases, we would expect the layers to be learning increasingly
nuanced and sensitive features, with represented functions growing more complex. It would make
sense, then, for the difficulty of the approximation task we tackle here to increase in turn, explaining
the upward trend in MSE loss that both architectures exhibit with depth. As a loose sanity check, we
plot the standard deviations of the pretrained GPT-2 MLP weights as a function of depth in appendix
D, observing an increasing trend for the projection matrix of deeper MLPs, though we note this is
nothing conclusive.

Finally, we wish to get a sense for what 1× 10−2 (or worse) MSE means in terms of the end-to-end
language model performance. In table 1 we show the results of substituting the MLP or KAN model
we trained to approximate a source MLP at some depth into pretrained GPT-2 and evaluate on some of
the datasets explored in the original GPT-2 paper. The base model results are below those originally
listed for all three datasets – as a reminder, we only evaluate on subsets of the test datasets, and the
authors do not list all the preprocessing steps they undertook for their evaluation – but we still get
enough of a signal to understand the language model’s sensitivity to our approximation error.
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WMT14 FR-EN CNN/DailyMail LAMBADA
BLEU ROUGE-AVG ACC

BASE 0.0842 0.0694 0.322
MLP0 0.0000 0.0166 0.320
KAN0 0.0000 0.0413 0.334
MLP47 0.0776 0.0676 0.318
KAN47 0.0818 0.0698 0.324

Table 1: Language metrics post MLP substitution.

We observe the final word prediction of LAMBADA is robust to the substitution, with base model
performance preserved for both KAN- and MLP-based subs. The stronger performance of this dataset
is not surprising given it is close to the next token prediction that these models were trained on,
LAMBADA was formed using BookCorpus as a source, and for highly confident predictions in the
base model, small perturbations due to approximation loss are not enough to offset the confidence in
the next token. CNN/DailyMail and WMT14 FR-EN are more complex, requiring longer sequences
of concentrated generations. We see that when we substitute the first layer MLP – which perhaps
tracks critical, lower-level features in the text, and where approximation loss is more costly, cascading
throughout the rest of the computation – the ROUGE-AVG (average of ROUGE-1,2,L) and BLEU
scores see significant degradation. Qualitatively, we see repeated sequences pop up more frequently
(e.g., "the the the ...") and a decrease in relevance even for less repetitive generations. Clearly
the accuracy of our source MLP approximations for early transformer layers is insufficient for
maintaining good performance; on the flip side, despite the order of magnitude higher loss observed
in the approximation of the deepest transformer layers (6 × 10−1 vs. 1 × 10−2 for early layers),
performance is preserved.

7 Conclusion

Overall we find that KANs are a poor candidate for MLP distillation in transformer-based language
models compared to simply smaller MLPs. They are, however, capable of learning the complex
distributions of natural language at scale, especially for lower model dimensionality. KANs struggle
more with approximating later layers in the transformer, though we find MLPs may share this
weakness – the more nuanced, sensitive features deeper in the model are just harder to learn. This
work is limited in terms of the scales of data and model sizes explored; future work could validate
KANs on much larger models, like Llama-2, which has a higher model dimensionality, and more
diverse datasets. Future work could also experiment with pretraining language models from scratch,
ablating between KANs and MLPs in the transformer layers.

8 Ethics Statement

The uber goal of this project was reducing the number of parameters needed for language modeling
through the introduction of KAN-based distillation. Had the results been favorable and we achieved
such a reduction, this would have posed ethical concerns in making advanced models more freely
available; they could be leveraged more easily by bad actors for malicious use cases such as generating
spam or facilitating scams. A mitigation strategy to reduce the availability might be deploying any
distilled models behind closed endpoints in walled garden ecosystems, where we could control and
filter model outputs with techniques like prompt rewriting and post-generation safety classifiers. A
second concern would be if any distillation, even if done through MLPs as concluded in this work,
undoes any safety alignment previously executed on the model. This safety reversal could allow
toxic, biased, sexist, or otherwise unsafe responses to be generated by the model to the detriment of
the downstream user or application. To fix this, we can simply reapply model alignment techniques,
such as the post-training model interventions of PPO-based RLHF and/or DPO on any models after
distillation.
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A BookCorpus Distribution

Figure 4: Distribution of BookCorpus example sequence lengths over random 10k subsample.
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B Epoch horizon for sample MLP, KAN runs

Figure 5: Sample MLP training run metrics over 50 epoch horizon. MLP has dropout p=0.1, which is
responsible for the delta between train and val metrics. We can see that by the 50 epoch mark we
have plateaued.

Figure 6: Sample KAN training run metrics over 50 epoch horizon. We do each validation pass
and corresponding metric calculation after training on all minibatches of data for the given epoch,
whereas the training metric is accumulated over each minibatch in the epoch and averaged at the end.
This is why the validation set appears to do better in the early epochs, though the benefit disappears
as we train for longer and start to slightly overfit. Here too we see a plateau by the 50 epoch mark.
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C Impacts of Subsample Size

Figure 7: As we increase the example count, our final loss continues to decrease – given BookCorpus
has more than 70,000,000 examples, it is likely we could have pushed the MSE down further had we
taken a larger subsample, but we found this order of magnitude to be sufficient for our exploration.

D MLP Weight Layer-wise Stats

Figure 8: We see the standard deviation of the c_fc (1600, 6400)-shape expansion matrix is mostly
consistent across layers, save for a slight uptick towards the end. The standard deviation of the c_proj
(6400, 1600)-shape projection matrix however does increase with depth, perhaps indicative of the
increasingly nuanced and higher level features we may be learning deeper in the model.
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E MLP approx. by MLP – Depth Scaling Curves

Figure 9: Training curves for MLP-based MLP approximation over varied depths.
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Figure 10: Training curves for MLP-based MLP approximation over varied depths.
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F MLP approx. by KAN – Depth Scaling Curves

Figure 11: Training curves for KAN-based MLP approximation over varied depths.
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Figure 12: Training curves for KAN-based MLP approximation over varied depths.
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